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E-Commerce Portal

BUSINESS OBJECTIVES
The objective of this project is to build a e-commerce solution for the World Organization of the Scout Movement (WOSM). The intention is to help users of the Organization
better purchase merchandise in a more fluid and easy way, while providing the WOSM
an effective way to manage, track, and record inventory and revenue.

USER OBJECTIVES
In this case, there are two user groups. One being younger Scout age children, and one
being mature adults (volunteers, parents). Since the prior group does not have access to
credit, the ability to easily share online “wants” is a pivotal piece to the users journey.
Thus easiliy accessible social icons and wishlist sharing is a required element to this. The
user must also enjoy the experience through solid layout and easy-of-use features.
Good layout and design will elevate the user experience, and uniquely placed assets will
help drive engagement and conversion.

STYLE GUIDE /

fonts

Fonts were selected based on the brand standards provided. There were several exceptions,
and font’s were picked based on the following:
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Helvetica LT Std

This font is used for all main
headlines and titles. The brand
standards cite the use of “Trueno”
which does not appear to be a web
safe font. Additionally, WSJ 2019
website uses Alternative Gothic
font for main headlines. Thus a
neutral title font was selected until
direction is cleared.
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SOFIA PRO

bold
regular
_

regular
regular italic
_

HEADLINE

Body
Sub Headline
Accent

This font was used for all main body
copy and sub headline text. Sofia
Pro is a web safe font and is currently
used on the WSJ 2019 website,
however the brand standards do
specify the use of Verdana. This font
was chosen to pair well with existing
site infrastructure and current online
brand.

STYLE GUIDE /

colors
DEEP EVERGREEN

pantone ® 342c

A complimentary colour scheme was chosen as
it best incorporates the WSJ2019 website
design, while maintaining a level of accessibility
with use of contrast colors.
CMYK:
PANTONE:
HEX:
CMYK:
PANTONE:
HEX:
CMYK:
PANTONE:
HEX:
CMYK:
PANTONE:
HEX:
CMYK:
PANTONE:
HEX:

69, 99, 0, 0
527C
#8031a7 / #993399 (websafe)

0, 31, 98, 0
1235C
#ffb81c / #ffcc33 (websafe)

0. 0, 0, 0
/
FFFFFF

0, 0, 0, 80
/
#333333 / #333333 (websafe)

3, 1, 0, 40
/
#95989a / #999999 (websafe)

BRIGHT GRASS

pantone ® 355c

/ Use of websafe values will
ensure access and proper
rendering to screen on any
device and any browser
/ The light black, light grey
and white palettes are used
for body copy and headlines
/ The purple is used as main
anchor colors across
header, footer and
complimentary body text
/ The yellow is purples
compliment and in this case
used as an accent color for
Call-to-actions, etc.

SOFT PURPLE

pantone ® 2577c

SCOUT PURPLE

pantone ® 527c

ATHLETIC YELLOW

pantone ® 1235c

DEEP CRIMSON

pantone ® 200c

BRIGHT RED

pantone ® 1788c

SEA NAVY

pantone ® 2756c

BRIGHT BLUE

pantone ® 285c

Scout Color Choice

FUTURE ELEMENTS

Integration of design elements into header and footer upon
approval of basic design elements to follow. The integration
of these elements further embeds the brands characteristics
into the site, creating a more cohesive user experience from
site, to e-commerce, to event.

The following pages show the theme, look and feel of the site while integrating
standard functionality you would find in an ecommerce site. Since there are
two user groups, it was important to have integrated social sharing channels
and wishlist to share with actual buyers.
What is not included in this rendering are:
- mobile views (not built out until main theme is approved)
- registration page
- my account page
- checkout page (unable to render until merchant system is more finalized)
- modal pop up for newsletter signup

WIREFRAME - 1.0

|

home

Notes & Functionality
*Note that all grey boxes are where images
go once acquired*
1 - Easy to navigate header with accessible
contact information and easy access to
accounts, wishlists and cart. The header is
scrolling and will stick with the page while
scrolling
2 - Lifestyle images with product, encourages
the user to interact. This is the ﬁrst portion of
the site they see, so current promotions and
deals are an excellent way to encourage
on-page dwell times and keep users on-site
3 - Iconography is an excellent way to help
users get to the product category they want,
and it mirrors the use of icons within the
brand guidelines.
4 - Main body content: This section is a
marriage of top trending items, new items
and for sale. It is a single destination to sell
users on the best selling in the peer group
and entice new sales.
5 - A “FAQ” section on the main page
eliminates the need for users to search for
answers in the site. It builds credibility and
makes the site easier to user and purchase
from.
6 - Content rich footer, with easy to ﬁnd page
items and contact info.

WIREFRAME - 2.0

|

categories

Notes & Functionality
*Note that all grey boxes are where images
go once acquired*
1 - Menu bar clearly identiﬁes current page
of website with branded bar.
2 - Llifestyle of product shots of the category.
The use of “collection” or “category” in this
instance is interchangeable. A category
would be deﬁned as “shoes” for example,
and the following page would list the shoes
in that category.
3 - The page is extend-able,, or able to be
shortened depending on the total category
count.

WIREFRAME - 2.1

|

categor y list

Notes & Functionality
*Note that all grey boxes are where images
go once acquired*
1 - Use of “breadcrumbs” to help users scroll
back one page at a time. This helps to clearly
identify where the user is, since the menu is
not extending to showcase the sub-page.
2 - Tiled or list option allows users to arrange
their view experience.
3 - Sort functionality, by newest, price,
featured, etc.
4 - Subcategory selection and attribute
selection bar. If you were in category “shoes”
an example could be Nike, Adidas, New
Balance and further select the attributes of
the shoe like size, use case, color, price
point, etc.
5 - The page is extendable.

WIREFRAME - 2.2

|

product description page

Notes & Functionality
*Note that all grey boxes are where images
go once acquired*
1 - Product shots and ability to select other
product shots and angles.
2 - Product description, including unique
attributes and oﬀers to the right.
3 - Ability to share the product socially, or
email it to someone, such as the end buyer if
a younger user is on the site.
4 - Product attributes, such as description,
weight, dimensions, reviews, etc.
5 - Extend the buying process by oﬀering
related products. This list populates based
on meta data of associated items and
popularity of the items sold.

WIREFRAME - 3.0

|

cart

Notes & Functionality
*Note that all grey boxes are where images
go once acquired*
1 - Breadcrumbs will allow users to recede to
earlier pages. Cart will remain active for the
session.
2 - Line item - includes product shot, cost,
adjustable qty, etc.
3 - Navigation buttons again allowing user to
move back and forth in the product to cart
screen.
4 - Shipping estimates, allows users to gather
a total price before checkout. This is an
immensly useful feature that allows users to
estimate quickly and accurately.
5 - Grand total and accessible call-to-action

WIREFRAME - 4.0

|

about us

Notes & Functionality
*Note that all grey boxes are where images
go once acquired*
1 - This is an example of an information page,
such as an About Us, FAQ, Terms and
conditions. It’s meant to showcase and
further extend Scout culture, values and
brand in a more vivid, fun page experience.
2 - This section is fantastic for bolding
accomplishments or items that users would
likely need to know (if this was a FAQ page for
example.
3 - A line break with more information
4 - Another photo element, encourages page
use and seeks to minimize “boring’ content
fatigue and keep the user engaged as they
may have more items to read, depending
how long these pages may be

DELIVERABLES

WIREFRAMES
- mobile views (not built out until main theme is approved)
- registration page
- my account page
- checkout page (unable to render until merchant system is more finalized)
- modal pop up for newsletter signup
- sitemap
DEVELOPMENT
- user testing of wireframes with ready images to see if functionality is ideal
- photo manipulation for web ready photos
- integration of wireframe / theme design
- e-commerce full suite set-up

- HFi Mockups / Export
- Photo-realistic use case pictures
Final image retouch and manip

PRODUCTS
USED

- Initial Wireframing Greyboxing
- Medium Fi Mockup / Export
- Active Prototype of LoFi

- Final Presentation Construction

- Final Ecommerce Host and Mgmt.
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